Madame Ping Sun and her husband Jinsen Ye, both world-renowned Peking Opera artists, hail from Beijing, China, where Peking Opera originated more than 220 years ago. Madame Sun is an all China First-Class Artist. She is Professor and Director of Center of National Drama Studies at Renmin University of China as well as Director of the Institute of Arts Beijing Foreign Studies University, both in Beijing, China. Mr. Ye is an assistant professor of drama studies at both universities. In the autumn of 2000, the couple, on invitation, cooperated with National Symphony Orchestra, Washington D.C., Philadelphia Symphony Orchestra and Symphony Orchestra of University of Pennsylvania and performed Peking Opera with symphony music, which created much of a stir. In May of that year, the troupe visited China and also caused a stir. The couple was a visiting professor of University of Pennsylvania and Temple University. Besides regular lectures and performances in China, the couple often conducts performance/lecture tours in both Europe and the United States.

In their performance/lecture at Chapman University, the couple, dressed in the Peking Opera costume, will not only perform segments of some famous Peking Opera pieces based on classic Chinese literature works such as A Journey to the West and the Three Kingdoms, but also explain some typical roles of different Peking Opera actors and artistic skills of acting and singing in comparison to the Western style.
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